SWIMMING POOL REGULATIONS
FINAL
POOL TYPE

DIMENSIONS

POOL PERMIT

BARRIER

POOL ALARM

DOOR ALARM

$25 pool permit
Above Ground

Required for
ALL pools.

24” to 47” high

ASTM F2208
pool alarm is
required

Required if
direct access
to pool from
any building.

Required for
ALL inflatable
pools. Not
required for
other pool
types.

ASTM F2208
pool alarm is
required

Required if
direct access
to pool from
any building.

Required for
in-ground
pools.

ASTM F2208
pool alarm is
required

Required if
direct access
to pool from
any building.

Pool location
6 ft. from lot lines

$25 pool permit
Above Ground

48” high & over
Pool location
6 ft. from lot lines

$25 pool permit
In-ground

Any size

Fill in - inground pool

Any size

Pool location
6 ft. from lot lines

Decks

Permit Required

Required by

Extension Cords are
NOT allowed.

before using
pool.

Proper electric and
inspection required.

Required by

Extension Cords are
NOT allowed.

before using
pool.

Proper electric and
inspection required.

Required by

Code Officer

Code Officer

Code Officer

before using
pool.
Required by
Code Officer

Spa location
6 ft. from lot lines

Not required if
safety cover
complies with
ASTM F1346
(2003) safety
standards

$.10 sq ft
Minimum $30

Discuss with
Code Officer

Any size

INSPECTION

Proper electric and
inspection required.

$25 permit
$25 pool permit

Hot tubs and Spas

ELECTRICAL

Not required if safety
cover complies with
ASTM F1346
(2003) safety
standards

Required if
direct access
from any
building.

Proper electric and
inspection required.
Extension Cords are
NOT allowed.

Discuss with
Code Officer

Required by
Code Officer

before
using.
Required by
Code Officer

Pool - above ground, in-ground, inflatable or blow-up, hot tubs, spas, and fixed in place wading pools.
Barrier - a fence, wall, building, or combination thereof which completely surrounds the pool and obstructs access to the pool.
Barrier requirements – must be of rigid material, constructed to prevent climbing, not allow passage of children and have self-closing and selflatching gates. Minimum 4 ft. high. Maximum 6 ft. high. $25.00 Permit for fence barrier. ALL inflatable pools, regardless of size, are required to
have permanent rigid barriers.
Barrier not required if pool walls are 48 inches above ground and of rigid material. If pool is less than 48 inches high, barrier can be placed on top
of pool to make up difference but must be rigid material.

